The paper presents a new method for finding first integrals of ordinary difference equations which do not possess Lagrangians, nor Hamiltonians. As an example we solve a third order nonlinear ordinary differential equation and its invariant discretization using three first integrals obtained using this method.
Introduction
Let us first consider a scalar n-th order PDE Let L be a linear operator
where
then the adjoint operator is given by the relation
3)
It defines the adjoint equation
The basic operator identity (which is probably due to Lagrange, see for example [1] , Eq. (2.75) on p. 80) is the following 5) where v and w are some functions of x = (x 1 , ..., x p ), u and finite number of derivatives of u. Here 
where ξ i and η are some functions of x, u and finite number of derivatives of u and
To each Lie symmetry (1.7) there corresponds the canonical symmetry (evolutionary vector field)X =η
The identity (1.5) can be used to link symmetries of the differential equation (1.1), solutions of the corresponding adjoint equation (1.4) and conservation laws. Notice that adjoint equation is always linear for v (if u is known).
Choosing w =η = η − ξ i u i in (1.5), we obtain identities
One can formulate the following theorem based on the Lagrange identity:
The system of equations (1.1),(1.4) possesses the following conservation law
for each Lie symmetry (1.7) of the differential equation (1.1) and for each solution of the adjoint equation (1.4).
Since we are interested in solving (1.1) we need conservation laws for this equation alone, without using solutions of the adjoint equation (1.4). There is a way to get rid of the adjoint variable v as suggested by Ibragimov [5] , [6] : 
Then, any Lie symmetry (1.7) of the equation (1.1) leads to the conservation law (1.12), where v and its derivatives should be eliminated via equation (1.13) and its differential consequences.
The purpose of this note is to present discrete counterparts of these results for ordinary difference equations. We do not assume Lagrangian or Hamiltonian formulation of the equation (1.1). A discrete analog of the Noether theorem [7] , which provides conservation laws for difference ODEs and PDEs, was developed in [8, 9, 10, 11] . Discrete Hamiltonian equations were considered in [12, 13, 14] .
Scalar ODEs
In this section we specify the results of Section 1 for scalar ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of order n
which possesses Lie point symmetries
In this case we have total differentiation
The variational operator is
and higher Euler-Lagrange operators are
In this case identity (1.10) takes the form
(2.4) Theorem 1.2 takes the following form.
Theorem 2.1 Let the adjoint equation
be satisfied for all solutions of the original ODE (2.1) upon a substitution
Then, any Lie point symmetry (2.2) of the equation (2.1) leads to a first integral (2.4), where v and its derivatives should be eliminated via equation (2.6) and its differential consequences.
First integrals I, given by (2.4), can depend on u (n) as well as higher derivatives. We will call such expressions higher first integrals. It is reasonable to use the ODE (2.1) and its differential consequences to express these first integrals as functions of the minimal set of variables, i.e., in the formĨ(x, u,u, ..., u (n−1) ). 
which admits symmetries
8)
The adjoint equation (2.5) takes the form
This linear adjoint equation has three independent solutions of the form v = v(x):
Using these three solutions and six symmetries (2.8),(2.9), one can find 3×6 = 18 first integrals, some of which can be trivial. Among non-trivial first integrals we chose three independent ones:
The notationĨ jα means that this integral corresponds to symmetry X j and solution v α of the adjoint equation (2.10). Setting these integrals equal to constants and eliminatingu andü from (2.12), we obtain two families of solutions (generic and degenerate)
where C 1 = 0, C 2 and C 3 are constants expressed in terms of the first integrals. ♦ 3 Symmetry-preserving discretization of scalar ODEs and first integrals of the difference schemes
In this section we are interested in dicretizations of the scalar ODE (2.1). For the discretization of an ODE of order n we need a difference stencil with at least n + 1 points. We will use precisely n + 1 points, namely, points x m , ..., x m+n . These points are not specified in advance and will be defined by an additional mesh equation [11] . As a discretization we will consider a discrete equation on n + 1 points
which is considered on the mesh
These two equations form the difference system to be used. In the continuous limit the first equation goes into the original ODE and the second equations turns into an identity (for example, 0 = 0). The Lie point symmetry generator is the same as in the continuous case
but its prolongation to the points of the difference stencil is
It is helpful to introduce backwards (left) shift operator S − :
Discrete variational operators are defined by the relation
This provides us with two operators
We suppose F → 0 sufficiently fast when m → ±∞ so that the difference functional is well defined. Note that these operators are given for the scheme (3.1),(3.2) with arbitrary n. To the system of difference equations (3.1),(3.2) there correspond the adjoint equations 6) which are always linear for the adjoint variables v m and w m . Let us fix the value of index m, which corresponds to the left point in the equations (3.1),(3.2), and define higher discrete Euler-Lagrange operators
Lemma 3.1 (Main identity) The following operator identity holds
The identity can be proven by direct verification. From the identity we obtain the following result. First integrals J which depend on more than n points can always be expressed asJ(m, x m , u m , ..., x m+n−1 , u m+n−1 ) with the help of the equations (3.1),(3.2).
Example 3.1 Let us return to the ODE (2.7). As a discretization we consider an invariant scheme which consists of invariant discretization of the ODE
and invariant mesh
which was introduced in [15] . The scheme was constructed so as to admit all six symmetries (2.8), (2.9) . It is convenient to rewrite the scheme as
In this specific example the difference system splits into two similar independent equations, which can be considered separately. The adjoint equations (3.6) take the form where C 1 = 0, C 2 , C 3 , C 4 = 0, C 5 and C 6 are constants related to the first integrals. where α = 0, β and γ are constants. We note that this solution is exactly the same as solution (2.13) of the ODE (2.7), i.e., the scheme (3.12),(3.13) is exact.
♦
